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1 Introduction 
Variable adaptation in loanword phonology has not always been analyzed in detail, but some studies 
on Standard Mandarin (SM) loanword phonology, where a seemingly wide range of variation is present, 
have started to uncover cases where instances of variable adaptation are contextually conditioned (e.g. 
Hsieh, Kenstowicz, & Mou, 2009 on SM nasal codas; Y.-H. Lin, 2008a, 2008b on SM vowels). This study 
presents corpus and experimental data in which intervocalic English nasals are variably adapted with 
geminates, e.g. Benedict à [pan.niːtiːkhɤː.], or singletons, e.g. Lina à [liːnaː] in SM. Some cases also 
show that one word can be adapted with and without nasal gemination, e.g. Tiffany à 
[tiː.fuː.niː]~[tiː.fan.nei]. Taking data from a dictionary corpus, we identify two conditions in the English 
source words that typically trigger nasal gemination in SM loanwords: (i) vowel type condition: the 
prenasal vowel being lax and non-high and (ii) stress location condition: the prenasal vowel bearing the 
primary stress. When the prenasal vowel is an unstressed schwa or a reduced vowel in English, the adapted 
words can appear with or without nasal gemination. We argue that the perceived duration and nasalization 
of the English prenasal vowels condition which variant is preferred in SM, and we suggest how these vowel 
quality cues are processed and mapped onto SM phonological representation by monolingual and bilingual 
SM speakers. 
We present the corpus data and observed adaptation patterns in section 2. A perceptual similarity 
experiment and the results are presented in section 3. General discussion is given in section 4. We draw a 
conclusion in section 5.  The list of test items and samples of filler items for the experiment are presented in 
section 6.  
2  The corpus data and generalizations (Huang & Lin, 2016) 
The current corpus data are collected from Appendix I, a list of common British and American names, 
of A New English-Chinese Dictionary (1988). The corpus consists of around 2400 British and American 
male and female names; more than 1600 nasal consonants in different syllable positions are examined. We 
also found some words outside the dictionary with a prenasal low back [ɑ] that are not adapted with nasal 
gemination even though they fulfill both the vowel type and stress location conditions for nasal gemination. 
By looking only at intervocalic nasal consonants in English, the data from the corpus can be grouped 
into three types: adaptation in SM loanwords with nasal gemination, those without gemination, and those 
that are variably adapted with or without nasal gemination. Each type consistently occurs under specific 
conditions. The two main factors that condition the adaptation of nasal gemination in SM loanwords are the 
prenasal vowel quality and the location of stress. The prenasal vowel in English has to be lax and non-high 
and bears the primary stress. The examples in the three subcategories in (1) illustrate how intervocalic nasal 
singletons in English are faithfully adapted in SM loanwords; examples in (2) show how intervocalic nasal 
singletons in English are adapted with nasal gemination; examples in (3) present cases when free variation 
occurs.  																																																								
* Special thanks go to Karthik Durvasula and Thomas Padilla, for extracting the place names from Google Maps, to 
Joseph Jalbert for statistics assistance, and to the Phonology-Phonetics Research Group at Michigan State University 
and the AMP abstract reviewers and participants for their valuable comments and suggestions. 	
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(1) No nasal gemination:  
a. When the prenasal vowel is long or a diphthong. 
ENG [ˈVːN]   MAN [Vː.N] 
ˈLina    [liː.naː] (long or tense vowel) 
ˈDowney    [tau.niː] (diphthong) 
ˈBruno    [puː.luː.nuo] 
ˈMona    [mwoː.naː] 
ˈSony    [swoː.niː] 
 
b. When the postnasal vowel bears the primary stress. 
ENG [VˈNV]  MAN [Vː.NV] 
Deˈnise    [tiː.niː.sɹ̩ː] 
Beˈnet    [pei.nei.thɤː] 
Boˈnita    [pwoː.niː.taː] 
Reˈnei       [lei.niː]  
 
c. When the prenasal vowel is [ɑ]. 
ENG [ˈCɑNV]  MAN [aː.NV] 
Caˈbana         [khaː.paː.naː] 
Asˈtana         [aː.sɹ̩ː.thaː.naː] 
Guiˈana    [tɕiː.jaː.naː] 
Miˈami    [maɪ.aː.miː] 
 
(2) With nasal gemination: When the prenasal vowel is nonhigh, lax, and bears the primary stress. 
ENG [ˈVnV]   MAN [Vn.nV]   
Diˈana          [tai.an.naː]   
ˈFenick    [fen.niː.khɤː]  
ˈDanica          [tan.niː.kaː] 
ˈEnid     [ən.niː.tɤː]  
Heˈlena    [xɤː.lan.naː]   
ˈLeonard     [lun.naː.tɤː]  
 
Figure 1 shows that nasal gemination in Mandarin loanwords is cued by English prenasal stressed 
nonhigh lax vowels. Nasal gemination rarely happens when the prenasal vowel is high, tense, or unstressed. 
 
 
Figure 1. Percentage of nasal gemination with different prenasal vowel conditions. 
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 Table 1 shows the actual number of the appearance of nasal gemination with different English prenasal 
vowels.  
 
 Non-High, Lax High and Tense Unstressed 
Vowels æ ɔ ɛ ʌ ɪ Tense 
vowels 
Unstressed 
vowels 
Number 42 30 29 8 4 4 3 
Percentage 35.29% 25.21% 24.36% 6.72% 2.52% 3.33% 2.52% 
Subtotal 90.8% (109/120) 6.67% (8/120) 2.5% (3/120) 
Total=120 (100%) 
Table 1. Nasal gemination in SM loanwords with different English vocalic contexts and stress condition. 
 
 From Figure 1 and Table 1, we can see that English vowel quality, such as tenseness and height, and 
stress are the two main factors that affect whether nasal gemination appears in SM loanwords or not. If we 
looked more closely, among the four non-high lax vowels, [æ, ɔ, ɛ, ʌ], the lower the vowel is, the more 
nasal gemination is present in SM loanwords. English high vowels and tense vowels rarely trigger nasal 
gemination in SM loanwords. 
 Examples in (3) show free variation cases. The variation adaptation forms are verified by Google 
search, i.e. two types of transliterations are searched on Google1. The English prenasal vowels are either a 
[ə] or a reduced vowel [ɪ]. In addition, the prenasal vowel is stressless; it bears neither the primary word 
stress nor the secondary stress. 
 
(3) Free variation: When the prenasal vowel is a [ə] 
ENG [ǝnV]   MAN [Vn.nV] / [VnV] 
Tiffany         [tiː.fan.nei] ~ [tiː.fuː.niː]  
Lympany        [lin.pən.niː] ~ [lin.paː.niː] 
Melanie         [mei.lan.niː] ~ [mei.laː.niː] 
Albany         [au.pən.niː] ~ [au.pwoː.niː] 
Stephanie   [ʂɹ̩ː.tiː.fən.niː] ~ [ʂɹ̩ː.tiː.fuː.niː] 
 
 To sum up, the English intervocalic nasal adaptation is not a simple one-to-one segment mapping 
process. The English intervocalic nasal can be adapted with nasal gemination, without nasal gemination, 
and can sometimes vary between the two. The adaptation process is conditioned by the English prenasal 
vowel quality and the stress location in the word. To trigger nasal gemination in SM loanwords, the English 
prenasal vowel has to be lax and bear the primary stress. In other words, if the prenasal vowel is tense, a 
diphthong, or is phonetically long, nasal gemination does not occur. As for stress location, if the post-nasal 
vowel bears the primary word stress, which also means the English syllabification is clear, e.g. Boˈnita, 
then the nasal is clearly syllabified to the onset of the second syllable. Nasal gemination barely occurs in 
SM loanwords. For the source words that are adapted with two forms in SM loanwords, vowel quality and 
stress seem also play an important role during the adaptation process since the English prenasal vowel has 
to be either a [ə] or a reduced vowel [ɪ] and it also has to be stressless. 
3 Perceptual experiment 
A perceptual similarity task was conducted for both Mandarin monolingual and Mandarin-English 
bilingual speakers.  Our goals are to answer the following questions: 
 
i. Do the prenasal vowel quality and stress location trigger nasal gemination in Mandarin loanwords? 
ii. Which variant is preferred under what contexts? 
iii. Does bilingualism play a role? 
 																																																								
1 The dictionary only gives one correspondence for each word.  
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3.1    Hypothesis    Based on the generalizations identified in the corpus data, we hypothesize that nasal 
gemination is induced by English prenasal vowel quality and stress location, i.e. the English prenasal vowel 
should be non-high and lax and bears the primary stress.  
 
3.2    Participants    The experiment was run on two groups with different language backgrounds. In the 
following, we present the group size and participants’ language background.  
 
Mandarin monolingual group    Thirty three adult Mandarin monolingual undergraduate students 
volunteered to participate in the experiment.  Their age fell in between 18 and 21 years old. They studied at 
National Chengchi University majoring in different subjects. None were English or linguistics majors. They 
were native Mandarin speakers born in Taiwan with normal hearing. At the time of the experiment, they 
had no study abroad and living experience in any English speaking country, and they do not speak or use 
Chinese dialect in their daily life. Their English proficiency was assessed by self-report before the 
experiment and by a native American English speaker after the experiment.  
 
Mandarin-English bilingual group    Twenty four adult Mandarin-English bilingual undergraduate and 
graduate students majoring in different subjects volunteered to participate in the experiment. Their ages fell 
in between 21 and 33 years old. At the time of the experiment, they either studied or taught at Michigan 
State University or had a job in a company. They were native Mandarin speakers born in Mainland China 
with normal hearing. They do not speak and do not use any Chinese dialect at home. At the time of the 
experiment, they had lived and studied or worked in the U.S. for more than 3 years. They had to use 
English as their dominant language for the classes they were taking or teaching, and at work. Their English 
proficiency was assessed using a self-report TOFEL score. Their TOFEL scores were all higher than 100 
(the global average score is 78). 
 
3.3    Materials    The experiment has 42 test items and 85 filler items (see Appendix). The English inputs 
were read out loud carefully by one female native American English speaker, with linguistics training from 
Michigan. The possible Mandarin loanword outputs were produced by one female native Mandarin speaker 
from Taiwan who does not speak any Chinese dialect and who has linguistics training. The stimuli were 
tokens in a three-word series. Each sound string consists of two possible adapted loanword forms in 
Mandarin and a pseudo word. The order of the words is {Mandarin, Mandarin, Pseudo word input}. 
The corpus data show that nasal gemination strongly correlates to the prenasal vowel quality in 
English. Therefore, all the English tense and lax vowels that occupy the prenasal vowel position were 
tested, e.g. ENG [ˈbeini]/ENG [ˈbɛni]. The corpus data show that stress location affects the appearance of 
nasal gemination as well. Hence, pseudo words with the primary stress falls on the prenasal and postnasal 
vowel were tested, e.g. ENG [ˈbɛni]/ENG [bɛˈnita].  
Test items for variable adaptations were all with a prenasal vowel [ə] in trisyllabic words and with the 
primary stress on the initial syllable, e.g. ENG [ˈfɪbəni]. Another set of test items contrasting the prenasal 
vowel [æ] and the low back [ɑ] in trisyllabic and disyllabic words, e.g. ENG [bəˈbænə]/ENG [bəˈbɑnə], 
ENG [ˈbænə]/ENG [ˈbɑnə], were tested as well.  
As for the tone pattern of the two possible Mandarin outputs, the tone patterns of the consecutive 
characters in the possible adapted Mandarin outputs were the same if there were no systematic gap, e.g. 
MAN [pēi.níː], MAN [pān.níː], ENG [ˈbɛni]. 
In the current experiment, we only used the alveolar nasal [n] to be the target because when compared 
to [m] and [ŋ], the intervocalic English [n] is adapted with nasal gemination most frequently with 83.19%. 
The geminated nasal is either identical to the source form or transformed to [ŋ] to agree on backness with 
its preceding vowel (cf. Hsieh et al., 2009). Filler items are monosyllabic and disyllabic words that are with 
and without nasals.  
 
3.4    Procedures  A force choice perceptual similarity ABX task was conducted. The experiment is 
different from traditional ABX tasks because neither A nor B was identical to the pseudo input word X.  
The two possible Mandarin outputs A and B were created for adaptation of X, e.g. MAN[pan.ni], 
MAN[pei.ni], ENG[ˈbɛni]. After the participants listened to a sound string of ABX and BAX, they decided 
which one of A and B was more perceptually similar to X and they further chose between them. The same 
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experiment was run on monolingual Mandarin and Mandarin-English bilingual speakers. 
 
3.5    Results    In this subsection, we present and compare the perceptual similarity force choice task 
results from the Mandarin monolingual and Mandarin-English bilingual speakers. The results are presented 
separately according to different conditions—vowel type condition, stress location condition, free variation 
adaptation, and [ɑN] adaptation. T-test and, or ANOVA were run to analyze the results. 
 
Vowel type condition    We compared the nasal gemination preference of bilingual and monolingual 
speakers (see Figure 2). T-tests of the vowel type condition reveal that the preference for nasal gemination 
is significantly higher in both monolingual [t(32)=7.782, p<0.001] and bilingual [t(23)=7.582, p<0.001] 
groups when the prenasal vowel is lax in English, although the percentage of lax vowel triggering nasal 
gemination in the corpus data is a lot higher (cf. Figure 1, Table 1), we still claim that English prenasal 
vowel quality decides the presence of  nasal gemination in Mandarin loanwords. The two-way ANOVA 
analysis shows that there is no significant interaction effect on nasal gemination rate (F(1,55)=0.044, 
p=0.129) between bilingualism and the prenasal vowel type. For the main effect, there is no significant 
difference between bilingual and monolingual speakers on nasal gemination rate (F(1,55)=0.003, p=0.711). 
However, there is a significant effect for vowel tenseness on nasal gemination rate (F(1,55)=2.820, 
p<0.001). 
 
 
Figure 2. Nasal gemination rate with different prenasal vowel quality and stressed prenasal vowels:  
CV́tenseNV vs. CV́laxNV 
 
Stress location condition    Figures 3 and 4 show how monolingual and bilingual speakers adapt the 
intervocalic [n] when English word stress falls on prenasal and postnasal vowels. We already knew that 
English prenasal tense vowels do not trigger nasal gemination in Mandarin as frequently as lax vowels (see 
Figure 2), and that based on the corpus data, when the stress falls on the post nasal vowel with a clear 
syllabification, nasal gemination rarely shows up in Mandarin loanwords. Therefore, we only selected test 
items with ˈCVlaxNV structure and compared them with all test items with CVˈNita structure (Figure 3). 
We also compared the nasal gemination rates of CVtenseNíta and  CVlaxNíta syllable structures (see Figure 
4).  
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Figure 3. Nasal gemination rate with stressed lax prenasal vs. stressed postnasal vowels: 
CV́ laxNV vs. CVNíta 
 
In Figure 3, the two-way ANOVA analysis shows that there is no significant stress location effect 
when the stress falls on either the prenasal vowel or the postnasal vowel (F(1,55)=2.787, p=0.101). There is 
no significant difference between speaker groups when the stress is on different syllables (F(1,55)=0.030, 
p=0.863).  
 
Figure 4. Nasal gemination rate with prenasal lax vs. tense vowels and stressed postnasal vowels: 
CVtenseNíta vs. CVlaxNíta 
 
Figure 4 shows that preference for nasal gemination is significantly higher when the prenasal vowel is 
lax in both groups (F(1,55)=4.124, p<0.001) and there is no significant interaction between bilingualism 
and the tenseness of English prenasal vowel (F(1,55)=0.020, p=0.266). Bilingual and monolingual groups 
do not show significant difference (F(1,55)=0.006, p=0.563) on nasal gemination. In other words, nasal 
gemination preferred in both groups when the prenasal vowel is lax in English. 
 
Free variation    According to the corpus data, words with [ˈCVCəNV] tend to have variable adaptation 
forms in Mandarin. Figure 5 shows how bilingual and monolingual speakers adapt the intervocalic nasal 
with [ə] as the prenasal vowel. The results show that the monolingual speakers prefer the outputs with nasal 
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gemination significantly more than the bilingual speakers in the perceptual similarity task (t(35.445)=2.622, 
p=0.013). We can interpret that bilingual speakers tend to have variable adaptation. In all the responses 
from the bilingual speakers, 60.2% of the time, they chose nasal gemination as the perceptual similar 
output; whereas, monolingual speakers’ nasal gemination rate is up to 74.7%. 
 
 
Figure 5. Nasal gemination rate when the prenasal vowel is [ə]: CV́CəNV. 
 
 [ɑN]    Figure 6 shows that both bilingual (14.7%) and monolingual (8%) groups do not prefer nasal 
gemination in Mandarin outputs when the English prenasal vowel is low back [ɑ]. The two-way ANOVA 
analysis reveals that there is no significant interaction between bilingualism and the quality of the English 
prenasal vowel (F(1, 55)=0.996, p=0.322). The analysis shows that nasal gemination is significantly not 
preferred in both monolingual and bilingual groups when the English prenasal vowel is low back [ɑ] (F(1, 
55)=118.396, p<0.001). There is no significant difference between monolingual and bilingual speakers 
(F(1, 55)=0.192, p=0.662). The experimental results tell us that low back [ɑ] behaves significantly 
differently from other lax vowels in English during the intervocalic nasal adaptation process. 
 
 
Figure 6. Comparison of nasal gemination rate when the English prenasal vowel is low back [ɑ] and all the 
other English lax vowels. 
 
Figure 7 shows that similar to the corpus pattern, the low back vowel [ɑ], like other tense vowels, does 
not trigger nasal gemination in Mandarin loanwords. The two-way ANOVA analysis reveals that there is 
no significant interaction between groups with different language background and the prenasal vowel 
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quality (F(1, 55)= 0.037, p=0.847). The preference for nasal gemination of monolingual and bilingual 
speakers was similar (F(1, 55)=0.349, p=0.557). Both groups do not prefer inserting an extra nasal when 
the prenasal vowel is [ɑ] and other tense vowels in English. There is no significant difference on nasal 
gemination between [ɑ] and other English tense vowels (F(1, 55)=3.079, p=0.08). 
 
 
Figure 7. Comparison of nasal gemination rate when the English prenasal vowel is low back [ɑ] and all the 
other English tense vowels. 
4  General discussion 
After analyzing the results from all participants with different language backgrounds, in what follows, 
we discuss: i) the similarities and differences between the experimental results and the corpus data and, ii) 
the causes of the differences, and iii) the comparison between monolingual and bilingual groups.  
The results indicate that English prenasal vowel duration and nasalization contribute to the selection of 
the geminate variant in SM. In general, the experimental results from the monolingual and the bilingual 
groups are consistent with the analysis of the corpus data. The corpus data analysis shows that nasal 
gemination accounts for 90.8% of English intervocalic nasal adaptation when the prenasal vowel is non-
high and lax. The experimental results also show that English prenasal vowel quality plays an important 
role in nasal gemination in Mandarin loanword adaptation although the gemination rate is not as high as in 
the corpus (50%-63%). The experimental results differ from the corpus data in respect of stress location 
condition. However, all these differences are interpretable. 
Given the bimoraic requirement for full-toned SM syllables (Duanmu, 2007), English prenasal lax 
vowels are perceived as monomoraic vowels in SM and hence are more likely to trigger nasal gemination 
to produce a bimoraic [CVN] syllable. In contrast, tense vowels tend to have a direct faithful match and 
form a heavy [CVː] syllable in SM. We claim that Mandarin speakers take the English prenasal vowel 
duration as one of the major cues for intervocalic nasal adaptation. The fact that even higher gemination 
rate occurs as a result of a very short prenasal [ə] further supports the vowel duration effect. 
The difference on the nasal gemination rate between the corpus and the experimental data can be 
attributed to how the participants adapt the prenasal vowels (Lin, 2008b, 2011, 2012). Take the prenasal 
vowel [æ] as an example, it can be adapted as [ac], [je], [a], [ai], and [ja]2. In the current experimental 
setting, the two given SM outputs of [æ] were [ac] without nasal gemination in an open syllable and [a] 
with nasal gemination in a closed syllable. If the participant had adapted English [æ] as [a],  the form with 
nasal gemination would be selected as the perceptually similar form to the English input.   
Stronger vowel nasalization in non-high vowels triggers higher gemination rates in SM (Figure 8 & 
Table 2 below).  As we can see in Figure 8, the lower the vowel, the higher rate of nasal gemination is.  In 																																																								
2 The variation could be due to speakers’ perception or the phonotactic constraints of SM.  
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Table 2, we also see the dichotomy between high vowels and non-high vowels in terms of the vowel 
nasalization ratio with respect to the total vowel duration.  
 
 
Figure 8. Nasal gemination rate in relation to the prenasal lax vowel height regardless of stress location. 
 
Prenasal Vlax V duration (ms) Nasalization within the V (ms) Ṽ/V 
[ɪ] 86 60 69% 
[ʊ] 107 63 58% 
[ɛ] 115 92 80% 
[ɔ] 144 111 77% 
[æ] 157 122 78% 
Table 2. The actual prenasal vowel duration and vowel nasalization and the percentage.  
 
Adding a nasal to a short or lax vowel not only makes a better phonetic match on vowel duration and 
nasalization, but also fulfills SM phonotactic constraints (cf. Yip, 1993 on gemination in Cantonese). 
Overall, the vowel duration cue appears to be the dominant force, as indicated by the higher geminate rate 
after a prenasal schwa than other lax vowels (see Table 3). The average duration of prenasal [ə] with 
CV́CəNV structure is 33.5ms. All the other average vowel duration can be found in Table 2 above.  
  
Prenasal [ə] Prenasal Vlax 
Monolingual Gemination % 74.7 45.8 
Bilingual Gemination % 60.2 50.8 
Table 3. Nasal gemination rates between prenasal [ə] and prenasal lax vowels of participants with different 
language background. 
 
The patterns observed in the experimental results of stress condition are not identical to the patterns 
observed in the corpus data. We first compared ˈCVlaxNV and CVˈNita (Figure 3). The experimental results 
do not pattern with the generalization observed in the corpus data. Presumably, CVˈNita test items should 
have very little response with nasal gemination because according to Hayes (2009) the intervocalic nasal is 
clearly syllabified as an onset. However, the results show that ˈCVlaxNV and CVˈNita have a similar 
adaptation pattern, i.e. both structures show that nasal gemination is preferred. Figure 4 presents the 
comparison between CVlaxˈNita and CVtenseˈNita. For the CVlaxˈNita test items, both monolingual and 
bilingual groups chose the outputs with nasal gemination as the perceptually more similar one. We suggest 
that this can be attributed to the fact that the English input recordings show clear nasalization of unstressed 
prenasal lax vowels. Hence, Mandarin speakers from both groups perceive the short duration of the vowel 
with heavy nasalization and add another nasal consonant to fulfill the Mandarin 𝜇𝜇-syllable constrain, and 
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the fine acoustic nasal cue on the prenasal vowel. Table 4 below shows the total vowel duration of the 
prenasal vowel, the duration of the proportion of the nasalized part within the prenasal vowel, and the 
percentage of vowel nasalization of the CVlaxˈnita test items. Vowel nasalization indicates that both groups 
of speakers rely on perception cues to match vowel duration and nasality through nasal gemination.  
 
 V duration (ms) Nasalization within the vowel (ms) Ṽ/V 
[bɪˈnita] 52 39 75% 
[bʊˈnita] 83 66 79.5% 
[bɛˈnita] 67 57 85.1% 
[bɔˈnita] 123 108 87.8% 
[bæˈnita] 120 105 87.5% 
Table  4. The total prenasal vowel duration, the duration of the nasalized part in the prenasal vowel, and 
the proportion in percentage of vowel nasalization of the test item with CVˈnita structure. 
 
For the prenasal low back [ɑ] cases, same as the corpus data, nasal gemination is not preferred when 
the English prenasal vowel is low back [ɑ]. Nasal gemination should occur if we were to treat the low back 
[ɑ] as a lax vowel since it would fulfill both the vowel type condition and stress location condition. The 
rime [ɑŋ]3 is also a possible syllable in Mandarin. However, [ɑ] almost never triggers nasal gemination in 
Mandarin. We proposed that [ɑ] is phonetically long in duration. Hence, it fills the X slot in C(G)VX. 
There is no need to geminate the nasal consonant. In addition, [ɑ] is one of the peripheral vowels in both 
English and Mandarin. Without sound modification, it can be faithfully mapped from English to Mandarin. 
Therefore, the extra repair, i.e. nasal gemination, is not necessary. Another possibility is that [ɑ] acts as a 
tense vowel in open syllables. Green (2001) argues that [ɑ] in English can be lax and tense in different 
environments. He points out that all words which [ɑ] appears in contexts otherwise restricted to tense 
vowels are either loanwords like spa and mirage or hypocoristics like ma and pa. Words in the current 
corpus data like Cabana, Adana, Astana, are foreign country names or exotic objects in English. 
In the experiment, the lack of the stress effects as exhibited in the corpus data and the relative lower 
gemination rate in the prenasal stressed lax vowel context (50%~63%; cf. 90.8% in corpus) can also be 
attributed to the auditory experimental setting, which likely leads to auditory variation (cf. Davidson, 2007, 
Smith, 2006) and less access to phonological representation such as metrical structure. The monolinguals’ 
higher gemination rate in matching English CV́CəNV likely indicates their heavy reliance on perceptual 
cues, whereas the bilinguals may have a better access to phonological representation to reduce the 
perceptual vowel duration effect to some extent, hence exhibiting lower gemination rate than monolinguals 
in matching English CV́CəNV (cf. Figure 5).  
5 Conclusion 
To conclude, variable adaptations of English intervocalic nasals are contextually conditioned. Whether 
nasal gemination appears in Mandarin loanwords or not depends on the prenasal vowel quality in English. 
In general, the experimental results pattern with the generalizations identified in the corpus. Mandarin 
speakers are cued by the duration and nasalization of English prenasal vowels when they adapt intervocalic 
nasals in English. However, under the experimental setting, they are not sensitive to the stress patterns in 
English.  
This study contributes to a better understanding of which phonetic cues modulate variation in adapted 
forms and how they do so. It also showcases multiple sources for variable loanword adaptation: linguistic 
contexts, auditory vs. non-auditory inputs, and monolingual vs. bilingual differences.  
 
  
																																																								
3 The inserted nasal is not [n] here because the place of articulation of the nasal is decided by the backness of the 
English prenasal vowel.  
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6 Appendix 
 
I. The word list of the test items (The outputs are shown in Pinyin, Chinese romanization, with tone 
number). 
Nasal insertion Tense/lax Stressed V Token possible outputs 
[ˈCVnVC] 
 
Tense  i [ˈbini]  bi1 ni2  bing1 ni2  
e [ˈbeni]  bei1 ni2 ban1 ni2  
u [ˈbuni] bu4 ni2 ben1 ni2  
o [ˈboni]  bo1 ni2  bang1 ni2 
Lax  ɪ [ˈbɪni]  bi1 ni2 bing1 ni2 
ɛ [ˈbɛni]  bei1 ni2 ban1 ni2 
æ [ˈbæni] bai4 ni2 ban4 ni2  
ʊ [ˈbʊni]  bu4 ni2 ben1 ni2 
ɔ [ˈbɔni]  bo1 ni2 bang1 ni2 
ɑ [ˈbɑni] ba1 ni2 bang1 ni2 
[CVˈnVC] 
 
Tense  i [biˈnita] bi3 ni2 ta3 bin3 ni2 ta3 
e [beˈnita]  bei3 ni2 ta3 ben3 ni2 ta3 
u [buˈnita] bu3 ni2 ta3 ben3 ni2 ta3 
o [boˈnita]  bo1 ni2 ta3 bang1 ni2 ta3 
Lax  ɪ [bɪˈnita]  bi3 ni2 ta3 bin3 ni2 ta3  
ɛ [bɛˈnita]  bei3 ni2 ta3 ben3 ni2 ta3 
æ [bæˈnita]  bai4 ni2 ta3 ban1 ni2 ta3 
ʊ [bʊˈnita]  bu3 ni2 ta3 ben3 ni2 ta3 
ɔ [bɔˈnita]  bo1 ni2 ta3 bang1 ni2 ta3 
ɑ [bɑˈnita] ba1 ni2 ta3 bang1 ni2 ta3 
Variable 
adaptation 
[ˈCVCənV] 
 
Tense  i [ˈfibəni]  fei1 ben3 ni2 fei1 bo2 ni2 
e [ˈfebəni] fei4 ben3 ni2 fei4 bo2 ni2 
u [ˈfubəni]  fu1 ben3 ni2 fu1 bo2 ni2 
o [ˈfobəni]  fo2 ben3 ni2 fo2 bo2 ni2 
Lax  ɪ [ˈfɪbəni]  fei4 ben 3ni2 fei4 bo2 ni2 
ɛ [ˈfɛbəni]  fei1 ben3 ni2 fei1 bo2 ni2 
æ [ˈfæbəni] fa3 ben3 ni2 fa3 bo2 ni2 
ʊ [ˈfʊbəni]  fu4 ben3 ni2 fu4 bo2 ni2 
ɔ [ˈfɔbəni]  fo2 ben3 ni2 fo2 bo2 ni2 
ɑ [ˈfɑbəni] fa1 ben3 ni2 fa1 bo2 ni2 
[ɑ] exception 
[CVˈbɑnə] 
  
Lax  ɪ [bɪˈbɑnə] bi3 ba1 na4 bi3 ban1 na4 
ɛ [bɛˈbɑnə] bei3 ba1 na4 bei3 ban1 na4 
æ [bæˈbɑnə] bai3 ba1 na4 bai3 ban1 na4 
ʊ [bʊˈbɑnə] bu3 ba1 na4 bu3 ban1 na4 
ɔ [bɔˈbɑnə] bo3 ba1 na4 bo3 ban1 na4 
ɑ [bɑˈbɑnə] ba3 ba1 na4 ba3 ban1 na4 
Lax ɪ [bɪˈbænə] bi3 ban1 na4 bi3 ba1 na4 
ɛ [bɛˈbænə] bei3 ban1 na4 bei3 ba1 na4 
æ [bæˈbænə] bai3 ban1 na4 bai3 ba1 na4 
ʊ [bʊˈbænə] bu3 ban1 na4 bu3 ba1 na4 
ɔ [bɔˈbænə] bo3 ban1 na4 bo3 ba1 na4 
ɑ [bɑˈbænə] ba3 ban1 na4 ba3 ba1 na4 
 
II. The word list of the filler item examples  (The outputs are shown in Pinyin, Chinese romanization, 
with tone number). 
  Tense/lax  Stressed V  Token  Possible output 
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CV(C)  Tense i [pi] pi4 
e [pe] pei4 
u [pu] pu4 
o [po] po4 
 Lax ɪ [pɪd] pi4 de2 
ɛ [pɛd] pei4 de2 
æ [pæd] pai4 de2 
ʊ [pʊd] pu4 de2 
ɔ [pɔd] po4 de2 
ɑ [pɑd] pa4 de2 
CVCV  Tense i [bɪˈtid] bi3 ti4 de2 
e [bɪˈted] bi3 tai4 de2 
u [bɪˈtud] bi3 tu4 de2 
o [bɪˈtod] bi3 tou4 de2 
 Lax ɪ [bɪˈtɪd] bi3 ti4 de2 
ɛ [bɪˈtɛd] bi3 tai4 de2 
æ [bɪˈtæd] bi3 tai4 de2 
ʊ [bɪˈtʊd] bi3 tu4 de2 
ɔ [bɪˈtɔd] bi3 tou4 de2 
ɑ [bɪˈtɑd] bi3 ta4 de2 
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